ABSTRACT. Let I be an arbitrary family of sets in the basic set X. 
for some functions H on \a\n: a e I, neN\ to X. L-X is the family of all sets of the form (2.1) with f]n€NiHia\n) n W(a|«)) = 0 for a ^ a. It is well known that Hereafter, let X be a family of sets in X.
Lemma 1. Let Ae 5ozzs/z't2-X be of the form (2.1). Then Proof. Because ol\Jx€NniHix) x /(*)) = \Jae,iHia\n) x jo. j), and (W(a|«)x ja!) n (r/(a|«) x \o\\) = 0 for a ^ a, we obtain B = U f| iHia\n)x\a.\). 
Since this proposition is not needed in our further considerations the proof is omitted.
Theorem 6. Lei1 X be a topological space and let X£ \K, A, yl. Each We remark that R can be replaced by [0, l] in Theorem 6.
For Borel sets and X = K, Theorem 6 extends slightly a result given by Sion [7] saying that each Borel-K set in a Hausdorff space with property I (i.e. Jv_ C KJ) is the'continuous, injective image of a K^g-set in a Hausdorff space with property I. Notice that X x R is a Hausdorff space with property I if this holds for X. To prove this apply [7, . By (3.6) we know that K_ C Ka implies K_ C L-K.
The following theorem generalizes a result of Hausdorff [3, §34, IV] namely that a Souslin-J' set (Borel-J" set) in R" is the (injective) projection on R" of a bs*set in/?" . Remember that § C 5^, e.g., in metric spaces.
Theorem 7. Let X be a topological space such that § C Jz(r. Then each Souslin-A set (L-J set, Borel-'3: set) in X is the (injective) projection°f a §8"se' *B X x R.
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